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The manipulation of light provides an attractive option to enhance the output of a solar cell. Optical 
concentration, antireflection coatings, light trapping and fluorescent collectors are just few examples of 
technologies in routine use or under discussion in many research laboratories today. Although these 
techniques are relatively recent, the physical principles date back to a much earlier date, and have much in 
common with the thermodynamic foundations of the quantum theory.  

An important facet of photon management is expressed by the relationship between the absorption and 
emission of light (Fig. 1). Kirchhoff’s law1 (but see also ref 2) - which brings attention to the emission 
from a surface - was subsequently revised by Planck,3 ascribing absorption and emission to a volume. 
Einstein4 expressed Planck’s balance between the volume absorption and emission rates to quantum states 
discovering, at the same time, stimulated emission which later paved the way to the invention of laser. 
Einstein’s relation was applied to radiative transitions at molecules by Kennard5 and Stepanov,6 and to 
semiconductors by van Roesbrook and Shockley.7  

 
Fig. 1. Different views of the reversibility between absorption and emission of radiation (adapted 
from Ref. 8). Photon management in solar cells usually concerns the balance between surface and 
volume absorption/emission characteristics (blue arrows). 

 

Many applications of photon management concern photon transport in the material between the surface 
and volume absorption or emission (Fig. 1). The different optical parameters are mutually interdependent, 
as becomes apparent from a recently derived balance relation between surface and volume absorption:9 

1 − 𝑟𝑟 = 𝑎𝑎
ℓ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝛼𝛼

       (1) 

where r is the probability of reabsorption of the emitted photons, α and a are the absorption coefficient 
and absorptivity at the emission wavelength, and we introduced a quantity  ℓ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 4𝜋𝜋𝑛𝑛2𝑉𝑉/ℰ with the 
dimension of length, where V is the volume of the structure, ℰ is the étendue of the emitted beam and n is 
the refractive index. For a planar structure of thickness d,  ℓ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜  reduces to 4n2d. If we identify photons in 
textured solar cells as Planck’s “photon gas”, Eq. (1) immediately yields the enhancement of absorption as 
given by Tiedje et al10 (see also ref. 8). For high absorption (a ~ 1), Eq. (1) yields a “universal” law11 for 
reabsorption in the black body limit.  
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Most of the talk will focus on various aspects of photon reabsorption, often now referred to as photon 
recycling. Starting with the principal attribute of photon recycling - the manifestation of the interaction 
between light and matter that brings photons into thermal equilibrium (Fig. 2) - we shall discuss several 
questions which have recently been raised, including: does photon recycling concentrate light ? Does it 
enhance the open circuit voltage ? 

 
Fig. 2. Rhodamine 6 G absorption and fluorescence (points, experiment, and thick red line, theory). 
Fluorescence  from the edge of a flat planar slab under high reabsorption approaches the (quasi) 
black body radiation at room temperature.12  
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